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Abstract
A combination of experiments and numerical modeling was used to study the spatial evolution of
the ferromagnetic phase transition in a thin film engineered to have a smooth gradient in exchange
strength. Mean-field simulations predict, and experiments confirm that a 100 nm NixCu1−x alloy
film with Ni concentration that varies by 9 % as a function of depth behaves predominantly as if
comprised of a continuum of uncoupled ferromagnetic layers with continuously varying Curie tem-
peratures. A mobile boundary separating ordered and disordered regions emerges as temperature
is increased. We demonstrate continuous control of the boundary position with temperature, and
reversible control of the magnetically ordered sample volume with magnetic field.
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The precise fabrication of magnetic heterostructures can lead to control of the physical
properties of the system, including magnetic ordering. Ramos et al.[1], for example, showed
that heterostructures composed of antiferromagnetic materials with nominally independent
order parameters can exhibit a single phase transition at intermediate temperatures; Wang
and Mills provided a mean-field theoretical treatment for such systems.[2] Similarly, Mar-
cellini et al., used finite size effects to study the novel magnetic ordering of Fe/V multilayers
in which each layer had distinct ordering temperatures.[3] Complementing these traditional
heterostructures, recent work has explored materials with novel functionality derived from
smoothly changing the films’ physical properties during growth. Examples applicable to
next generation magnetic recording involved graded magnetic anisotropy,[4–8] and the re-
cent demonstration of a moveable antiferromagnet-ferromagnet phase boundary in doped
FeRh films.[9]
This Letter considers a ferromagnetic thin film with exchange strength J that varies con-
tinuously through its thickness. Within the mean field approximation, the exchange strength
is proportional to the Curie temperature, meaning that a structure comprised of distribu-
tions of J can be thought of as having a distribution of “local” Curie temperatures, T ′C .
From a thermodynamics viewpoint, an exchange coupled multilayer is considered to have
a single “global” Curie temperature, TC , corresponding to long-range order throughout the
structure.[2, 10] However, the degree to which exchange coupling impacts depth-dependent
properties in real materials has not been thoroughly studied. We chose nickel-copper alloy
as a model system to study this issue because it forms isomorphous solid solutions, and its
TC changes linearly with composition.[11, 12] A rational distribution of J (and thus T
′
C) can
be made in films with well controlled depth dependent composition, e.g., Nix(z)Cu1−x(z), by
varying the nickel content during growth. Mean-field simulations predict that the collec-
tive effect of exchange coupling in such systems is highly localized. Correspondingly, the
ferromagnetic phase transition should proceed as expected from a set of uncoupled layers
with distinct J . We verify these predictions with temperature and field dependent magne-
tization depth profiles determined from polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR). Thus, we
demonstrate the ability to control the displacement of a quasi phase boundary between effec-
tively ferromagnetic and effectively paramagnetic regions in graded films using temperature
and magnetic field. This may have implications for a variety of thermomagnetic or spin
caloritronic applications.
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FIG. 1. Derivative of magnetic moment with respect to temperature for the uniform x = 0.61
(black), graded x = 0.61 – 0.70 (purple), and uniform x = 0.70 (pink) samples.
100 nm thick (111) textured Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) alloy films capped with 5 nm of Ta were
deposited on Si substrates using room temperature sputtering. The composition gradients
were achieved by adjusting the deposition rates from two independent magnetron guns.
Computer control allowed the net deposition rate to remain constant throughout the co-
deposition process. The graded sample composition varied linearly from x = 0.61 at the
substrate interface to 0.70 at the top of the film (depicted in the Fig. 1 inset). Uniform
control samples with x = 0.61 and x = 0.70 corresponding to the minimum and maximum
compositions were also grown. Figure 1 shows the derivative of the magnetic moment with
respect to temperature (T ) for the samples, as measured in a 60 mT field with vibrating
sample magnetometry (VSM). The T -dependent derivatives for the uniform samples exhibit
distinct minima at 202 K and 296 K, indicative of their respective TC . The corresponding
peak for the graded sample falls between those of the uniform samples, but is significantly
broader for the graded film. This suggests that the magnetic ordering takes place over
a wide range of temperatures. Given the intentionally engineered composition gradient,
this smearing suggests that the ferromagnetically ordered fraction of the film shrinks in
volume with increasing temperature, with that change propagating from the low toward
the high Ni-content region. Thus, it is interesting to consider how the boundary between
the magnetically ordered and disordered regions moves through the structure in response to
3
temperature and magnetic field.
The temperature and field dependent magnetic depth profile of the Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) film was
treated theoretically via an exchange strength gradient model (ESG), which was solved nu-
merically in mean field approximation (MFA).[13, 14] 500 layers of ferromagnetically coupled
spins were arranged on a fcc(111) lattice with 0.2 nm lattice spacing and depth dependent
exchange coupling constant J . Given the translational invariance within the plane of each
layer i, the spin variables in i are resulting in one thermodynamic average for the magne-
tization mi only, a fact that implicitly introduces a quasi-infinite interaction range within
each plane via the MFA. This is in contrast to other methodologies, e.g. nearest-neighbor
Monte Carlo simulations.[15] However, the translational invaraiance is broken along the z
axis perpendicular to the (111) planes to account for the expected gradient in J , and thus T ′C
(Fig. 2 (a)). It is important to note that the interlayer exchange coupling in the simulation
is strong: half the total exchange field originates from interlayer coupling for the fcc(111)
lattice.
Figure 2 shows the results of several simulations in both zero (h = 0.00) and nonzero (h
= 0.01) applied field for different temperatures (reduced to the maximum T ′C). The applied
magnetic field h is given as a fraction of the T = 0 K exchange field, 6JS, and is thus
unitless. m is also unitless, normalized by the depth-independent saturation magnetization.
When the temperature exceeds some of the T ′C values with h = 0.00 (Fig. 2 (b), lower
curve), the layer divides into strongly and weakly (effectively zero) ordered regions. The
boundary in space separating these regions, which we call the “Curie depth”, zC , corresponds
directly to the location with T ′C equaling the sample temperature. Once the applied field
is increased to h = 0.01 (upper curve, Fig. 2(b)), the magnetization increases everywhere,
particularly so near zC . As such, the boundary at zC can be thought of as separating a
strongly ferromagnetic region from a region that exhibits paramagnetic character. Fig. 2(c)
shows that zC increases significantly as T increases from 0.84 to 0.91, moving closer to the
high T ′C end of the structure. Thus, the simulation predicts a quasi phase boundary that can
be moved continuously along the growth axis with temperature, and significantly modified
with applied field. Notably, both of these functionalities are reversible, as this is a second
order phase transition without metastable states.
Despite the inherently strong interlayer coupling in our model system, our numerical
results appear to be very similar to what one would expect from magnetically decoupled
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FIG. 2. Exchange strength gradient model. (a) Depth-dependent exchange strength. Note that J
is proportional to T ′C . (b-c) Magnetization profiles at 0.84 TC and 0.91 TC , respectively. Symbols
in (b-c) are the results of mean-field simulations, solid curves are fits to mean-field results using
an closed-form function that neglects interlayer exchange coupling. Dashed vertical lines in (b-c)
indicate zC , the boundary between the weakly (shaded) and strongly ordered regions.
layers with distinct TC . To investigate and eventually utilize this fact for our data analysis,
we calculated the expected magnetization profiles for such uncoupled layer systems. In MFA,
for a layer i of S = 1
2
spins with uniform exchange coupling strength J and thus one specific
local Curie temperature T ′Ci, the self-consistency equation to determine its temperature
dependent magnetization mi is given by
mi (T ) = tanh
[
Tc′i
T
(mi (T ) + h)
]
. (1)
Dropping the subscript i and defining the local Curie temperature as T ′C (z) = T +
a (z − zC), Eq. (1) can be solved formally as
z = zC +
1
A
[
tanh−1 (m)
m+ h
− 1
]
, (2)
where A = a/T is the temperature normalized T ′C gradient in units of inverse length. The
z (m) function can be transformed into a closed form m (z) expression, using a series expan-
sion of tanh(x) up to third order in x.[16] This m (z) function was fitted to the simulation
data of the exchange gradient model using zC and h as free parameters and is shown as solid
curves in Fig. 2(b-c). The agreement between the full simulation and the local T ′C calcula-
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tion is excellent, with the fitted values of h matching the simulation inputs. Deviations only
occur for vanishing h, and only within about 1 nm of zC . This consistency suggests that
interlayer exchange coupling does not lead to a large spatial spread of the phase transition
in exchange graded films, and that the predominant temperature and field evolution of such
films can be given by a continuum of J or T ′C . This is consistent with earlier results on
3-dimensional multiphase nanostructures, for which a coupling or penetration length of only
a few interatomic distances was found.[10]
To experimentally probe the nature of the ferromagnetic phase transition, polarized neu-
tron reflectometry was used to determine the temperature and applied magnetic field (H)
dependent magnetization depth profiles of the Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) sample. Measurements were
taken over a range of temperatures with in-plane fields of either 5 mT or 500 mT on the PBR
beamline at the NIST Center for Neutron Research.[16] For a PNR measurement,[17] model
fitting of the R++ (incident and scattered neutron moment parallel to H) and R−− (incident
and scattered antiparallel) are used to determine the depth profiles of the nuclear scattering
length density ρN = ΣiNibi (where N is the number density, b is the isotope-characteristic
scattering length, and the summation i is over each type of isotope being scattered from),
and the component of the sample magnetization (M) parallel to H .
PNR data measured in 500 mT at 145 K and 293 K are shown in Figure 3(a). The
clear spin-dependent oscillations demonstrate sensitivity to the nuclear and magnetic depth
profiles. To highlight the magnetic contribution to the scattering, the data in (a) are plotted
in Fig. 4(b-c) as spin asymmetry (the difference in R++ and R−− divided by the sum). The
amplitude of the spin asymmetry drops appreciably with increased T , corresponding to the
drop in magnetization.
At low T , the data can be fitted reasonably well by a model featuring a gradient in M , or
even a NiCu layer of uniform composition and magnetization. However, these models become
progressively less effective as T is increased.[16] On the contrary, the 500 mT data at all T are
fit extremely well by the ESG model outlined above. Specifically, the magnetic profiles are
based upon the closed form m (z), convoluted with a sloped line to account for the expected
variation in total magnetic moment, and multiplied by the saturation magnetization (MS)
of the high x end
M (z) = MS
(
1− xi
xf
t
z +
xi
xf
)
m (z) , (3)
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FIG. 3. (a) Fitted R−− and R++ at 145 K (top) and 293 K (offset by a factor of 10 for clarity) in
500 mT. Inset shows magnetic parameters corresponding to the best-fit. 2σ fitting uncertainties
are < 3 K for TCi and TCf , < 2 kA m
−1 forMS , and < 0.002 for h. (b-c) Fitted data in (a) plotted
as spin asymmetry. Error bars on data correspond to ± 1 standard deviation.
where t is the total thickness of the Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) layer, xi = 0.61, and xf = 0.70. We
assume a linear distribution of T ′C , such that the T -dependent Curie depth can be described
in terms of the top (f) and bottom (i) T ′C [18]
zC (T ) =
T − T ′Cf
T ′Cf − T
′
Ci
t. (4)
The data measured at all conditions (including 5 mT data discussed below) were simul-
taneously fit using a consistent model with only 5 magnetic parameters: T ′Cf , T
′
Ci, MS,
h (500 mT), and h (5 mT). The fits are excellent, with examples shown as solid curves in
Fig. 3, associated magnetic fitting parameters shown in the Fig. 3(a) inset, and the corre-
sponding profiles shown in Figure 4 (a-b). The bottom and top values of T ′C are 217 K and
304 K, with 2σ fitting uncertainty less than ± 3 K. Notably, this difference in T ′C is very
similar to the difference in TC estimated for the uniform boundary condition samples.[19]
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FIG. 4. Nuclear (a) and magnetic (b) profiles corresponding to the fits in Fig. 3. (c) Temperature
dependence of the depth corresponding to half the maximum magnetization. Solid curve is a guide
to the eye.
This z-dependent T ′C is manifested in the Fig. 4(b) magnetic profiles. At 145 K (well below
TC of x = 0.61 boundary condition sample), the entire Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) layer is strongly or-
dered. But as T exceeds 200 K, the depth profile becomes progressively more asymmetric,
separating into weakly and strongly magnetized regions, with a boundary that moves con-
tinuously with T . As zC is less obvious in high field, this moving boundary is highlighted in
Fig. 4(c) in terms of zhalf , the depth where the magnetization drops to half the maximum
value. Below 240 K, this condition does not exist anywhere in the Nix(z)Cu1−x(z)layer, but
from 240 K - 302 K zhalf moves monotonically towards the high x end before leveling off as
T exceeds T ′Cf .
The ESG model also predicts that the quasi-phase boundary can be altered significantly
with a large enough change in H at a given T . This is confirmed by the PNR data. At
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FIG. 5. (a-b) Fitted PNR data plotted as spin asymmetry show clear reversible behavior, as well
as a strong field dependent amplitude. (c) Magnetic profiles corresponding to the fits in (a-b).
Error bars correspond to ± 1 standard deviation.
275 K, H was cycled between 5 mT and 500 mT multiple times, with PNR measurements
performed at each step. The amplitude of the spin asymmetry (Fig. 5(a-b)) drops for low
fields, indicating a change in magnetic profile. The fits to the data are again quite good,
with the two field conditions differing by only one fitting parameter, h, which is found to
drop by almost an order of magnitude, from 0.016 to 0.003 (2σ uncertainty less than 0.002).
The corresponding profiles are displayed in Fig. 5(c). At 5 mT, the sample is strongly
magnetized near the top, with a magnetization near zero at the bottom. Increasing the field
to 500 mT appreciably magnetizes the region near the bottom, thereby drastically increasing
the magnetized thickness of the film. These data are cycle-independent, meaning that the
quasi-phase boundary can be moved reversibly with magnetic field.
This work shows that a smoothly graded 100 nm Nix(z)Cu1−x(z) alloy film exhibits a ferro-
magnetic phase transition similar to what one would expect from a continuum of uncoupled
ferromagnetic layers with distinct Curie temperatures. Interestingly, interlayer exchange
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coupling plays a negligible role in the spatial evolution of the ferromagnetic phase tran-
sition. This is particularly surprising because temperature dependent exchange coupling
can in some cases be strong enough to fully reverse ferromagnets.[20] As such, we demon-
strate continuous control of the displacement of a quasi-phase boundary between weakly and
strongly magnetically ordered regions in a thin film structure. At temperatures between the
minimum and maximum local Curie temperature, the magnetization on the weakly magne-
tized side of the boundary can be enhanced significantly and reversibly with application of
a relatively modest applied field. These functionalities were designed to be most active near
room temperature, but the physics applies to any temperature range that may be desired.
The extension to magnetic systems with technological relevance, such as FePt, is obvious.
Since the exchange length in these high anisotropy systems is only a few nanometers, it
should be possible to engineer thin FePt films that exhibit similar behavior dictated by
gradients in composition.[21] Further, since the volume of ferromagnetically ordered spins
changes with temperature in these structures, one can envision novel application in ther-
momagnetic sensors and switches.[12] For instance, a symmetrically graded structure with
the paramagnetic region in the center could show complex temperature dependent magnetic
coupling, since the thickness of the paramagnetic interlayer region will be temperature de-
pendent. In addition, rationally designed composition profiles could be employed to achieve
specifically desired temperature and field dependencies. Such an approach could be used to
tailor the magnetocaloric response of a medium to realize advances in applications such as
magnetic refrigeration.[22, 23]
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